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Context. The wide availability of measurement devices and simulation tools has led to an explosion
in the amount of available geometric data, both in academia and in industry. Often this data is in the
form of point clouds sampled from some unknown geometric spaces or entities. Before such data can
be effectively exploited, its underlying structures must be identified, extracted, and analyzed. In the last
decade or so, Computational Topology was a major contributor to the understanding of geometric struc-
tures in point cloud data, with the emergence of new theories like topological persistence or distances
to compact sets. These theories rely on the assumption that the data lies on or close to some geometric
structures and that the level of noise remains controlled. A new paradigm emerged recently, where point
clouds are no longer treated as mere compact sets but rather as empirical measures. A notion of distance
to such measures has been defined and shown to be stable with respect to perturbations of the measure,
thus making it possible to deal with data sets corrupted with high-amplitude noise [1], as illustrated in
Figure 1. Although this distance can easily be computed pointwise in the case of a point cloud (simply
average the squared distances to the k nearest neighbors), its sublevel-sets, which carry the interesting
geometric information about the measure, remain hard to compute or approximate.

Figure 1: Left: a 3-dimensional point cloud sampled from the surface of a mechanical part, to which 10% more
points sampled uniformly at random from an enclosing box have been added. Right: a level-set of the distance
function to the empirical measure based on the observations. This isosurface successfully recovers the topology of
the mechanical part.

Objectives. The current challenge is to turn the theory of distances to measures into effective algo-
rithms for point cloud data analysis in arbitrary dimensions, in the same spirit as what has been done
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in the past for distances to compact sets [2, 3]. Such algorithms would find many applications in data
analysis in the presence of significant noise and outliers.

On the mathematical front, the main task of the Ph.D. candidate will be to work out equivalents of
the so-called Čech filtrations in the context of distances to measures. To put it simply, this means rein-
terpreting the sublevel-sets of distances to measures as unions of balls, from which Čech complexes are
derived through nerve constructions. Another important question is to study the potential relationships
that exist between the topology of these unions of balls and the ones of certain subcomplexes of the
Delaunay or regular triangulations of the input point cloud, which can then be used in their stead. Such
relationships were obtained in the classical setting through deformation retractions [4], and they proved
a valuable tool for the analysis of many topological data analysis methods.

On the algorithmic front, the main task will be to devise tractable algorithms for estimating the topo-
logical and geometric properties of distances to measures, including their persistence diagrams. Although
algebraic constructions based on Čech complexes can be naturally turned into theoretical algorithms, the
latter are mostly useless in practice: not only do the combinatorial complexities of their data structures
explode with the dimensionality of the data, but the geometric predicates involved in their construction
lead to algorithmic problems that suffer from the curse of dimensionality. It is then necessary to use
approximation, and in particular to show that simpler structures based on distance comparisons, like the
Vietoris-Rips or witness complexes, lead to more tractable algorithms while keeping similar algebraic
properties. Relating the properties of these simple structures to the ones of the former, more complex
structures, will require to exploit the latest advances in topological persistence theory, in particular on
the stability of persistence diagrams [5].

On the applications front, the data structures and algorithms designed by the Ph.D. candidate will
be implemented and tested against real-life data. They will be integrated into the CGAL-HD library
developped within the European project CG-Learning [6] for better dissemination. In addition, potential
applications of this work will be considered, such as homology inference in the presence of significant
noise and outliers, or geometric analysis of high-dimensional and potentially corrupted data.
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